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Abstract 

An instrument which measures temperature 1n connecllon with the development of rocket payload for the 
rnc.%Lrcrnent or uppcralr tcmpzratcrcandcrnplo)\a ~ o l l a g e i o n l r o l l c d ~ s c ~  lator :tr;wl $sder,gned ana dc,crthcd 
1hc  tcrnperaturc .ensor 1s made tiom nlcke I on ill'ov w r c .  The V C.0 ,haus r hncdr \arlauon ot frcqurn;) u u  . . 
temperature. The instrument offers high accuracy in the temperature measurement un to0 .  l o  C and can be used for 
a wide range of temperature measurement. 
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1. Introduction 

In the present work, a voltage controlled oscillator (V.C.O.) circuit is designed and deve- 
loped using nickel iron wire as sensor. The present instrument can be used to measure 
environmenral temperarure a s  well as in-cloud temperature during cloud seeding experi- 
ment. The V.C.O. in conjunction with a cavity type 1680 MHztransmittertube(RCA6562) 
can be used for the upper air  temperature measurement in the altitude range up to  75 km. 

2. Sensor 

The sensing wire made of a nickel iron alloy 18 cm in lengthand 20p In diameter, is stretched 
in azigzag fashion between two thin nylon strings supported by two brass posts plated with 
nickel of I mm in diameter. The sensor of the V.C.O. is shown In fig. I The platinum 
resistance thermometry is employed in determining the temperature surrounding the sen- 
sor'. The resistance of the sensing wire increases with temperature as shown in fig. 2. The 
temperature on  the sensor scale I,, can be defined by the following relation 

R - R  
r,, = - X 100 

Rloo - R, 
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FIG I .  Sensing wire mount used in V.C.O. FIG 2. 'rernderature resistance vanation of the 
scnsing wrre. 

dhere R, is the sensor resistance at O0 C 

Rlw is the sensor res~stance at 100' C 

and Rt is the sensor resistance at to C the temperature to  be measured 

The sensor scale of temperature is converted into centigrade scale of temperature 'by the 
following relationZ 

where 6 is a constant for our sensor. The method of successive approximation is applied in 
eqn. (7.) to  determine the value o f t .  

3. Elektronic circuit 

l h e  electronic circuit essentially consists of a bridge amplifier followed by a voltage- 
controlled pulse generator. The sensor R is kept in one arm of the  wheatstone bridge as 
shownin fig. 3. R2 and R3 are each 3.312 K-ohms precision resistances and RI is a looohms 
precision resistance. The unbalance voltage of the wheatstonc bridge is amplified by an 
operationalamplifier (LM 741). The operational amplifier is used as  a differentialamplifier 
as shown in fig. 3. The gain of the present differential amplifier is 32.0. The input differential 
voltage of the operational amplifier is 
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FIG 3. E h c t r o n ~  c~rcuit for V.C.O. FIG 4. Wave forms at various locapons in the 
voltage-controlled osarlator. 

where C = = A is the gain of the amplifier. 
R4 Rs 

and V,,, is the output voltage of the differential amplifier. 

Numerically from fig. 3. 

VRE Vx, 
(e2-PI) = - v m  

( R ,  + R2) R2 - (R RRi) = - G 

Where Vna is the U.C. voltage across the wheatstone bridge 

Equation (3) ts w e d  to  determine the sensor resistance R,, when Vm is Known 

The output of the bridge amplifier is connected to  an integrator which is constructed with the 
help of an N E  536 operational amplifier. The  integrator circuit is constantly attempting to  
drive its output high and produce a ramp generator of the following relation 

whenever V,  rises to  V,, the control voltage of the timer (NE555). Lhe threshold input of the 
timer (Pin 6)  causes the output terminal to  drop to  the low state. But this output terminal is 



attached to the base 0i.i P.S P rrtinmtor (type L N 7 2 5 0 ) .  A low voltage at  this point turns 
the transistor on, discharges the condenser C1 completely and  lower VI to  approximately 
zero. The timer trigger ~ o l t a g c  ( P L ~  2 )  xttached to the threshold terminal through Rs, also 
slews downward. When the trigger terminal drops to  V,/2, the timer output changes to high 
statt: (fig. 4). This turns the t ~ a n ~ i s t o r  Ti offand charges thc condenser C'I again. The process 
is repeated and an oscillation is generated in the circuit. Figure 4 shows the nature oft]le 
output wrave form. The RhC; delay network is required so that trigger action does not occur 
until C, is fully discharged. This requires that R~CZ>ROHCI where RON is the on  resistanceof 
the transistor 7i  

Thc w~dth  of the low state output pulse as indicated in fig. 4 is 

The hign stare output pulse width can he written directly from eqn. (4) as 

LA , 
l o  PO 3; 46 -50 -.-& kO-dO 

TEMPERATURE, OC FIG 5 .  The h e a r  calibration of V . C  0. 
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The frequency of oscillation of V.C.O. is 

Equation (7) is used to measure the bridge output voltage V, directly from the observed 
frequency f ; ,  of V.C.O. The value of sensor resistance at  that instant is computed directly 
from eqn. (3). knowing the value of Vm. Finally eqns. ( I )  and (2) are employed to measure 
the corresponding temperature. 

4. Calibration 

An example of our  sensor resistance variation with temperature is shown in fig. 2. The 
resistance of the ?ensor can be expressed as a quadratic equation of thesensor temperature'. 
The V.C.O. IS caltbrated using standard the1 mometer in the temperature range from 0 to SO0 
C. Table 1 shows the data obtained during calibration of V.C.O. Figure 5 shows the linear 
calibration of V.C.O. The temperature frequency relatlonshtp is linear overtheentire range 
of temperature measurement. 

Table I 

Data during calibration of V.C.O. 

Fi.:qurney Compilkti Computed Computed Temperature 
recorded at brldgu ierirtitncr temperature recorded in 
the oulpur output ,of the tn OC thermometer 
o f V C 0  voltage \ ~ > O T  ~n in OC. 
1 n c P . 5  V ,  in ialr ohm 
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5. Conclusions 

This method shows an  excellent linearity in the entire range of temperature measurement. 
The method can be used over wide range of temperature measurement. The  main sourcesof 
error in this instrument is the offset voltage of the operational amplifiers. The offset voltages 
are adjusted by using 10 Kn preset potentiometers. Thermometer and sensor temperature 
are not exactly identical inside the oil bath container during calibration of V.L'.o. as 
indicated in Table I. Thisis because the area of the wire sensor is largerthan the thermometer 
bulb. However, when the environmental or in-cloud temperature is to  be measured, the 
temperature over the entire sensor is more or less constant. 
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